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Alpha Titan 223 DOMINATES AR-15 sound, recoil, and flash!  The lightest, quietest, disassemblable, user-serviceable, flow-thru Titanium Suppressor ever made in this 

size!  Designed for incredible performance on a .223 or the fastest 22 cal Swift/Nosler/Creed/Mag.  

The Titan 223 is simply the best, lightest, quietest, lowest recoil, disassemblable, user-serviceable 22 cal Titanium Suppressor ever made!  Just 10.2 ounces plus 

adapter (included), and 8” X 1.62” diameter.

All Titans are made of Titanium grade 5 STA 1000 (basically the highest alloy Titanium in its strongest heat-treat condition) with Stainless 17-4 H900 (ditto for stainless) 

blast chambers and blast baffles to handle the extreme erosion, highest uncorking pressure, and temperature right at your firearm’s muzzle.

All Alpha Silencers use the revolutionary X-Baffle ACS™️ shape with an interrupted central tube and are finished with Cerakote C Series high temperature thin film ceramic.

The Alpha Titans are the absolute state of the art and the pinnacle of performance for their weight, size, and serviceability.

The Titan 223 comes with our Titan 1/2”-28 Direct Thread Adapter installed but accepts any of Alpha’s Titan Direct Thread Adapters or any industry standard 1 3/8”-24 

mount including Bravo, Hub, Pistons, Boosters, Nielsen Devices, QDs, Tri-lugs, and many more.

Titan 223 is full-auto rated to 50 rounds 5.56/.223.  Rapid-fire rated to 15 rounds .220 Swift and other very fast 22 caliber rifles.  Rifles are rated with standard rifle 

barrel lengths and round count must be reduced for shorter barrels.  Do not exceed 800° F.

Maximum bullet diameter for the Titan 223 is .224”.

Unbelievably Quiet, Lightweight, User-Serviceable, Titanium Suppressor featuring our 
X-Baffle Anechoic Chamber System™️ for your AR-15 or fastest 22 caliber magnum rifle.anecho 223

MATERIALS COATING WEIGHT LENGTH X DIAMETER CALIBER THREAD PITCH FULL -AUTO RATING SOUND REDUCTION MAINTENANCE

Heat-Treated Grade 5 
Titanium, 

Heat-Treated 17-4 
Stainless Steel

Cerakote C Series 
high temperature 
thin film ceramic

10.2 ounces, 
11.0 ounces with 

1/2”-28 
Titanium DTA 

included

8.1” X 1.62”, 
8.2” with Titan DTA 
included. Adds 7.6” 

installed

223/5.56, 
22 Hornet, 
220 Swift, 

22-250, 
22 Nosler, 

224 Valkyrie.
 Also 22 rimfire, 

cleaning every 1,000 
rnds

Accepts any 
1-3/8” X 24 mount. 
1/2”- 28 Titanium 

DTA included

50 rnds 5.56/223. 
Rapid-fire: 

15 rnds 
220 Swift, 

22-250. 
Do not exceed 800° F

Up to 42 dB
Completely End-User 

Serviceable. 
Wrenches Included
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INTERCHANGEABLE 
CALIBER-SPECIFIC FRONT 

CAPS

USER-SERVICEABLE 

FULL-AUTO RATED

MULTI-CALIBER

anecho 223L anecho 223
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WHISPER-QUIET
ADVANCED 

TECHNOLOGY

MULTI-CALIBER MAGNUM-RATED

UNIVERSAL 
MOUNTING SYSTEM TITANIUM

ULTRA-LIGHT ACCURATE

END-USER 
SERVICEABLE

SLEEK MODERN 
DESIGN
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1) Torque Front Cap and rear Direct Thread Adapter to 20 ft-lbs, 25 ft-Lbs if shooting the most powerful magnum rifles.  FRONT CAP IS A LEFT HANDED THREAD, SO TURN 

‘BACKWARDS’ - LEFTY TIGHTY!!!   

2) Align fully assembled silencer exactly straight with barrel, and screw on.  ‘Torque’ to 

firearm using a strong hand, or 15 ft-lbs.  

3) If shooting a firearm more powerful than a .308 Win / 7.62 NATO, shoot ONE shot and 

re-torque everything.  

4)  For all firearms, shoot another 5 to 10 rounds and re-torque everything.  Carefully check tightness frequently during use, especially with the most powerful rounds 

and especially the first time the silencer is fired, or the first time it is fired on a more powerful firearm.  

WARNING: If you fire a silencer that has come loose, you can get a baffle strike which will ruin your silencer and could cause other damage, injury, or death.  Your sup-

pressor should be firmly tightened with a very strong hand, or wrench force.  Use a wrench for removal.  Use Kevlar BBQ gloves or other heat pads when handling a hot 

suppressor.  Your Titan suppressor is so incredibly light that it will cool in just minutes, much faster than heavier silencers and can then be handled without gloves.  

 NSTALLAT ON STEPS
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1) Empty all rounds from firearm and make it safe.  

2) Unscrew silencer from firearm using wrench.  

3) Disassembly of a silencer for cleaning is not usually necessary when used on calibers at least as powerful as a .223 Rem, since the heat and pressure acts like a ‘self-

cleaning’ oven.  But, if you feel like cleaning it every few thousand rounds, go ahead.  

4) If you do choose to disassemble, remember the FRONT CAP IS A LEFT HANDED THREAD, SO TURN ‘BACKWARDS’ - LEFTY TIGHTY, RIGHTY LOOSEY!!!  

5)  Unscrew the Front Cap and remove all parts from the front.  

6) Clean with brushes and cleaners, or even an ultrasonic cleaner.  The most important area to clean is the central hole where the bullet passes through.  

7) Always keep all threads clean, especially when reassembling.  Only disassemble in a clean, dust-free location.   

8) Upon reassembly every part must be in the proper order, and pointed in the proper direction.  The spiral Blast Chamber Sleeve is closest to the shooter, with the internal 

‘lip’ away from the shooter.  Then the heavy Stainless Blast Baffle with the long belly button goes in with the ‘belly-button’ toward the shooter.  Last all of the lightweight 

Titanium baffles go in, with their ‘belly-buttons’ pointed toward the shooter.  The Front Cap compresses the internal stack into place, and holds everything very tightly, 

so if there is any looseness or rattling, you missed a part!  The FRONT CAP IS A LEFT HANDED THREAD, SO TURN ‘BACKWARDS’ - LEFTY TIGHTY, RIGHTY LOOSEY!!!  

9)  Torque Front Cap and rear Direct Thread Adapter to 20 ft-lbs, 25 ft-Lbs if shooting the most powerful magnum rifles.

D SASSEMBLY & MA NTENANCE
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1) Keep your silencer TIGHT!  The most common ‘death’ of a silencer is a Baffle Strike because something wasn’t tight or came loose.  All three joints must be torqued/

tightened before shooting your first shot, all three joints must be re-torqued after the first shot, and after 5-10 shots, and then periodically through your first trip to the 

range. (Front Cap, Mount or Adapter, Mount to Firearm).  This is particularly important for more powerful firearms.

2) Don’t mount a silencer on a firearm of a larger caliber.  Seems obvious, but, 35 caliber bullets don’t fit through 30 caliber holes, etc.

3) Don’t mount a silencer on a firearm with questionable muzzle threads.  Cheap, old, or foreign firearms may have threads that are aligned well enough for a flash hider, 

but are not sufficiently aligned with the bore to trust with your silencer.  If in doubt, your gunsmith can check the alignment BEFORE you take the first shot.

4) Clean your muzzle threads and silencer threads before attaching your silencer to your firearm.  Usually this means wiping off all dust and fibers with a cloth.

5) Don’t shoot a damaged silencer, or one that you suspect may have had a Baffle Strike - even one shot.  Stop immediately, unload the firearm and make it safe, remove 

the silencer from the firearm, and thoroughly inspect the silencer.

6) Don’t loan your silencer to a friend or relative who is not the owner.  That would be an illegal transfer of an NFA item and is a federal felony.

7) Don’t take your silencer across state lines without ATF approval, and checking the laws of all states involved.  Ditto for foreign hunts.

SHOOT NG & PRO T PS
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